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HOCKEY SEASON IN FULL SWING

INSIDE NOVEMBER ISSUE

We have a lot of action to get to in this issue of
Ice Chips. I had some great submittals from
people on EHA games and activities. I also was at
a few events including the Enfield Runs For A
Reason 5K, the start of the EHA Learn to Skate
and the Try Hockey for Free Day at ETR. There
was some great participation by EHA families and
friends in these events. The boys and girls of EHA
have also volunteered extensively to help the
younger kids get on the ice and start skating. I
see a lot of smiles on both kids’ and coaches’
faces alike.

- EHA “LEARN TO SKATE” STARTS
- “TRY HOCKEY FOR FREE” DAY AT ETR
- EHA SUPPORTS ENFIELD RUNS FOR A REASON
- SQUIRTS BRING HALLOWEEN TO W. HAVEN
- EHA GOES TO WINDSOR LOCKS OCTOBERFEST
- GAME REPORTS
- EHA UPCOMING EVENTS
_____________________________________

Thanks to the EHA Booster Club for getting all the
teams ready for October’s Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. They did a lot of work and I
saw a lot of Pink on the kids, coaches and families
at the rink. My family has been greatly affected
by Breast Cancer and these events always bring
back fond memories of loved ones. It’s also great
to see the camaraderie at the events like the 5K
Run and be able to talk with Survivors who have
been affected by this disease. I was impressed
with how the kids really made “wearing pink” a
priority and participated in all the events.
Rob Vose - ICE CHIPS COORDINATOR___ ______

Jared C, Alex T and Thomas V of the Bantam Team
show their support for Breast Cancer Awareness month
with Pink Tape on their sticks

EHA’S LEARN TO SKATE STARTS
On Sunday October 7th, EHA held its first Learn To
Skate Session of the Season. There was a big
turnout of kids ready to have some fun. Most
kids were first time skaters, but quickly adapted
to the ice. EHA Registrar, Janine Liddell, was there
to get the players signed in and ready for action
and the EHA Booster Club welcomed the new
families with coffee, munchkins and juice boxes.
Thanks to many new parents and a lot of EHA
Coaches and players there was one-on-one
instruction for the new skaters. I worked with
Josh and Aleck for the hour and they did great.
Similar to the day I started on the ice there were a
few tears, but by the end of the session the kids
were having fun and asking to come back the
following week.

Thomas V works with Brennan during a Learn to Skate
Session (photo by Janine Liddell)
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EHA SUPPORTS ENFIELD RUNS FOR A REASON

Nate R shows Ben how to get up from the ice while
Aleck navigates the cones in the background during
EHA’s Learn To Skate (photo by Janine Liddell)

On October 27th Enfield Runs for a Reason held
their annual 5K Run and 1K Walk to support
Breast Cancer Research. The race and walk
moved locations from Fermi High School to
Health Trax Fitness Club this year. Not only was
the event better attended overall, the support by
EHA participants was more than doubled from
last year.

_____________________________________
EHA JOINS WITH THE JR FALCONS AND ENFIELD
TWIN RINKS FOR “TRY HOCKEY FOR FREE” DAY
EHA Board Members, Coaches and Players
teamed up with Jr. Falcons Coaches to introduce
some young skaters to the game of hockey.
With the ice supplied by Enfield Twin Rinks, and
Helmets and gloves from DK’s the kids were
ready for action. By participating in some fun
drills the kids quickly discarded the walkers and
were skating on their own within the 1.5 hour
session. About 12 kids joined in the event
sponsored by USA Hockey.

Sabrina, Ben, Max, Josh and Brennan were just some of
the kids that came to ETR for “Try Hockey for Free” and
EHA Mite, Michaela B was there to help them skate.

Part of the EHA contingent at the Enfield Runs For A
Reason 5K/1K Event (photo by Valerie Breda)

I counted 161 runners overall this year compared
to 61 in 2011. Also there were 49 runners and
walkers representing 19 EHA families, compared
to about 18 participants representing 7 families
last year. Families from the Mites, Squirts,
PeeWees and Bantams, proudly wore their EHA
Cares shirts (thanks to the EHA Booster Club) in
support of the cause.
The EHA crew performed well in the race too.
Kelly Rossignol finished 2nd for the women (14th
overall) with a time of 23min, 17.70sec. Thomas
V finished 4th for the men (4th overall) with a
time of 21min 35.99sec. The Enfield Press had a
spread on the event including a picture of the
huge EHA contingent. The race results can be
viewed at: http://www.runsforareason.com/
_____________________________________
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SQUIRTS BRING HALLOWEEN TO WEST HAVEN
YOUTH HOCKEY TEAM
Hurricane Sandy came to the East Coast on
Monday, October 29, 2012 leaving much of the
shoreline of Connecticut without power and
leaving many children another year of no Trick or
Treating. This included the town of West Haven.
On Saturday, November 3, 2012, the EHA Squirt
Maroon hosted a game with the West Haven
Squirt B team.
The EHA Squirts brought in their extra Halloween
candy to share with the West Haven team. Team
parents, Diane Ferrari, Laura Davies and Kris
Lambert made 18 huge bags of candy for each of
the West Haven players. As soon as the West
Haven Squirts left their locker room, our team
parents sneaked in to leave the bags of goodies.
The parents of the West Haven Squirts and
parents thanked our EHA Squirt parents for
thinking of them and making each child’s day.
One parent even commented that we could not
imagine how much that meant to not only their
child but also to them. This mother went on to
explain they had lost half of their house in the
storm and it had not been easy.
The President of West Haven Youth Hockey, Bob
Serenson, sent an email to the President of EHA,
Larry Juhasz thanking the Association for their
kindness.
“I just wanted to reach out and thank your Squirt
B parents for their generosity and thoughtfulness
in giving our West Haven Squirt B team Halloween
Candy bags. These parents knew our kids missed
the holiday because of the storm and made them
all leave the rink with great smiles on their face.
Thanks again! Much appreciated.
Bob Serenson
President West Haven Youth Hockey”
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The Enfield Squirt Team also received a great
email from one of the West Haven parents that
really summed up their appreciation for the
Squirt’s kind gesture:
“Dear coaches and parents.
On behalf of the West Haven Youth Squirt B team
I would like to take the opportunity to thank all of
you for the gracious hospitality that your team
and children showed to us. Never before have we
traveled to an opposing team’s facility and been
treated with such respect. Not only was your team
graceful in victory but the idea that your team
parents put together candy bags for our children
shows great sportsmanship and it proves that
hockey families are 2nd to none. As it turns out
due to the storm and now with another storm
coming in our children might not have the
opportunity to trick or treat and those bags
maybe all they receive. As fierce competitors as
the children are we shouldn't lose the fact that
they are children. Hockey demands so much out of
these kids that us as parents and coaches can and
do lose sight of that fact. But once the equipment
comes off you realize they are still 9 and 10 yrs.
Thank you again. Please forward this to your
team and please forward this to your Board of
Directors.
Sal Carfora
Father of three travel hockey players and Asst
Coach at times.”

That is what EHA Hockey is all about –
Sportsmanship and Giving Back!!!
Submitted by Jill Birmingham
_____________________________________
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EHA GOES TO WINDSOR LOCKS OCTOBERFEST

GAME REPORTS

Windsor Locks held its annual Octoberfest at
Noden-Reed Park on October 14th, 2012. This is a
town festival with games, crafts, community
program displays, activities and music. EHA
sponsored a booth at the festival that allowed
kids to find out about youth hockey and try out
their shooting prowess against “Franklin”. EHA
Registrar Janine Liddell organized EHA’s
involvement in the event.

Here is the section where we recap some of the
action during the month and recognize the kids’
effort and hard work. Parents on the travel teams
have sent in some pictures from games that are
included in this issue. If you have a write up or a
picture you want to include send me an email to
rvose@snet.net. You can also fill out an ICE CHIPS
report on-line at the EHA website
(www.enfieldhockey.org) by selecting ICE CHIPS
from the left side menu and then selecting
"Online Form
_____________________________________
Squirts
Weekend of September 8 and 9

A future Bruin takes a shot on “Franklin” by the EHA
booth at Octoberfest in WL (photos by Kerri Albano)

A Big Thanks from EHA to the volunteers that
helped out setting up and breaking down the
booth. The Albanos, Gilberts and Bredas did a
great job of representing EHA and showing how
fun hockey can be to the Windsor Locks
community.

After only one optional and one official practice,
the Enfield Squirt Maroon team jumped right into
games against Central CT Squirt A1. Enfield
played host on Saturday. Central led 1-0 after the
first period. Remington F. tied the score after
taking a pass from Ethan L. and breaking in alone
on the Central goalie beating him with a
backhand. Central regained the lead 2-1, but with
only :03 remaining in the second period
Remington F. scored his second goal of the game
with an assist from his brother Mason F. Central
was able to score twice early in the third and then
added an empty net goal and went on to a 5-2
win.
Enfield traveled to Newington on Sunday to
complete their home and home series with
Central A1. Remington F. gave Enfield a 1-0 lead
with a wrist shot from 20 feet out which beat the
Central goalie up high. Mason F. assisted his
brother on the goal. Central would score twice in
the second period to head into the third period
with a 2-1 lead. Unfortunately, Enfield just didn’t
have the endurance this early in the season and
was worn out by the third period. Central added
five third period goals in route to a 7-1 win.
Weekend of September 22 and 23

The Gilberts and Albanos man the EHA booth

After an off weekend, Enfield Squirt Maroon was
home on September 22nd to play ECHO Squirt A.
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ECHO came in with a very strong team with a
couple of really BIG boys. The first 6+ minutes
was scoreless, but ECHO would score five times to
take a 5-0 lead after one period. ECHO would
lead 8-0 before Remington F. stole a puck at
center ice, skated in alone on the ECHO goalie and
scored with a backhand shot. Enfield skated hard
and never quit, goalie Alex K. faced around 30
shots and made some nice saves. Unfortunately,
the final score was ECHO A 12, Enfield Maroon 1.

a JC R. pass sent Remington F. in on a second
breakaway. Remington F. fought off two trailing
defenders and lifted a shot over the goalie.
Leading 2-1 after two periods, Enfield was unable
to hold the lead. East Haven scored twice to
regain a 3-2 lead. Enfield would pull their goalie
and get two or three good scoring chances, but
were unable to get the tying goal. East Haven
would seal their 4-2 victory with an empty net
goal.

On Sunday, September 23rd Enfield Maroon
travelled to West Haven to battle the West Haven
Squirt B team. Enfield Maroon’s fortune would
change on this day. Less than 2 minutes into the
game Remington F. would score on a breakaway
when he backhanded a shot up under the
crossbar. Only minutes later Remington F. again
stole a puck and this time used his wrist shot to
score on a breakaway. Before the first period
ended Remington F. would net his third goal of
the game assisted by his brother Mason F. Enfield
continued its strong play in the second period.
Remington F. added his fourth goal of the game
and when AJ D. scored on a nice wrist shot Enfield
led 5-0. Ethan L. extended the lead to 6-0 when
he put a rebound past the West Haven goalie.
Enfield would add one more gal in the third when
Ethan L. scored his second goal of the game with
an assist from AJ D. With strong support from Dmen Michael A., Emma B., JC R. and Michael B.
goalie Alex K. earned his first shutout of the
season. Alex had to make some nice stops to
preserve his shutout. Enfield Maroon would head
home with a well deserved 7-0 win. Coach John
B. did a nice job, and in a show of class, moved
players around to different positions as the game
was well in control.

On Sunday, East Haven Squirt A came to ETR for
the second game of a home and home series.
Enfield Maroon would strike first when Kevin H.
fed Remington F. who broke in alone and beat the
East Haven goalie on a backhand. Remington F.
would give Enfield a 2-0 lead with an unassisted
goal. East Haven would score with only :36
remaining in the first period. East Haven scored
the only goal of the second period and the teams
headed into the third period tied 2-2. East Haven
scored twice to take a 4-2 lead mid-way thru the
third period. Remington F. completed a hat trick
with his third goal to cut the lead to 4-3 with 3:33
remaining. Unfortunately, East Haven added two
late goals for a 6-3 win. Enfield Squirt Maroon
held their own both games against a solid East
Haven Squirt A Team.

Weekend of September 29 and 30
Enfield Squirt Maroon headed down to play East
Haven Squirt A on Saturday. East Haven held a 10 lead at the end of the first period. Enfield
picked up its play in the second period and began
to get some quality scoring chances. Enfield tied
the game at 1-1 when Remington F. scored on a
breakaway after receiving a nice pass from Ryan
B. Enfield took a 2-1 lead 3.5 minutes later when

Weekend of October 6 and 7
Enfield Squirt Maroon headed south on Route 5
to face off with an old rival, South Windsor Squirt
A. Things did not start off well with SW taking a
3-0 lead after one period. Enfield was forced to
play the entire game with only 3 defensemen,
Mason F., Emma B. and Michael B. Goalie Alex K.
turned aside 9 shots in the first period. After a
pep talk between periods Enfield came out with a
vengeance. AJ D. fired a hard wrist shot from a
tough angle into the net to cut the lead to 3-1.
Remington F. assisted on the goal. Six minutes
later Remington F. beat the defense down the left
wing, skated in alone and scored to cut the SW
lead to 3-2. Both teams would battle back and
forth throughout the third period. Enfield’s Alex
K. would make some huge saves, including a stop
on a breakaway, to keep the game at 3-2. Enfield
was unable to get the equalizer and would fall by
5
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a final score of 3-2. The entire team acquainted
itself well against a tough SW A Team
Enfield Squirt Maroon headed to Bolton Ice
Palace on Sunday for a rematch with a strong
ECHO A team. Enfield improved ever so slightly
over their previous loss to ECHO A dropping the
rematch 10-1. Despite the score goalie Alex K.
played well turning aside numerous shots.
Remington F. spoiled ECHO’s shutout bid when he
stole a puck at center ice, skated in on a
breakaway and slid a backhand shot past the
goalie.
Weekend of October 13 and 14
The weekend of October 13 and 14 saw the Squirt
Maroon team at home for both days. On
Saturday the Middlesex A1 team came to the ETR
for a matchup. Enfield came out ready to play
from the start. A penalty against Middlesex gave
Enfield a power play which they quickly
capitalized on when Remington F. took a pass
from Kevin H. and scored a wrist shot from about
15 feet out. Enfield continued to control play and
when Kevin H. knocked in a rebound, assisted by
Michael A. Enfield led 2-0. When Remington F.
broke in alone on the Middlesex goalie and
backhanded the puck into the net, it gave Enfield
a 3-0 lead after one period.
The second period saw Enfield continue its strong
play. Nora B. extended the lead to 4-0 with a nice
shot which beat the Middlesex goalie low glove
side. JC R. and Emma B. both assisted on Nora’s
goal. Remington F. connected for his third goal of
the game to complete a hat trick. Michael A. and
Kevin H. each picked up their second assist of the
game on that goal. The Enfield defense and goal
tending would now be the story for the rest of the
game denying Middlesex any change of a
comeback. Defensemen, Mason F., Emma B., JC
R., Michael B. and Remington F. all played solid in
front of goalie Alex K. Alex was forced to make
some nice saves and in doing so picked up his
second shutout of the season. Enfield Maroon, 5
– Middlesex A1, 0
Enfield would do battle with the Northern Lights
U-10 Silver team on Sunday. As you will see the
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girls from both Enfield and the NL would put on a
good show, with some help from Enfield’s boys.
Things did not look promising early as the NL
dominated play early and built a 2-0 lead before
the mid-way point of the first period. Enfield kept
battling, picked up its play and got back into the
game when Remington F. carried the puck deep
into the NL zone. His first shot was denied, but he
was able to get the puck to Nora B. who buried
the puck to cut the deficit to 2-1. Enfield
continued to push back and when Tatum P.
scored from in front with an assist from Emma B.
Enfield was able to get itself back even at 2-2 as
the first period came to a close. The NL would
regain the lead in the second period at 3-2.
Enfield goalie, Alex K. made some key stops to
keep it close during this time. Again it would be
Enfield’s girls who would rise to the occasion.
Tatum P. scored to tie the game at 3-3 when she
re redirected a shot by Emma B. into the back of
the net. It would be Tatum’s second goal and
Emma’s second assist of the game.
The third period saw both goalies making some
key stops to keep things tie. When the NL’s
regained a late 4-3 lead, time was running out for
Enfield. With around 1:30 remaining Coach John
B. pulled goalie, Alex K. for an extra skater. With
an empty net behind them, this is where Enfield
Defensemen Michael B. and Mason F. had to step
up to allow the offense a chance to score the
tying goal. Both were able to hold the blue line
well as the NL’s tried feverously to clear their
zone. It all paid off when Michael A. assisted by
Remington F. scored with only 21.8 seconds
remaining. Enfield Maroon, 4 – NL U-10 Silver, 4
Weekend of October 20 and 21
Avon Squirt B came to ETR for Saturday morning’s
match-up with Enfield’s Squirt Maroon team.
Avon would take a 1-0 lead about the mid-way
point of the first period. Enfield would tie the
game when Emma B. made a beautiful headman
pass to Remington F. who was cutting up the
middle and fired a wrist shot over the goalie’s
blocker. Enfield took a brief 2-1 lead when
Remington F. stole a pass and from the top of the
left face-off circle beat Avon’s goalie up high.
6
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Avon would score 2 quick goals to regain a 3-2
lead. Enfield again would tie the game on a goal
by AJ D. who fired a hard wrist shot past the
goalie. JC R. and Remington F. assisted on AJ’s
goal. It hurt when Avon took a 4-3 lead with just
1.7 seconds left in the second period. Enfield
goalie Alex K. made a couple of key saves in the
second period to keep things close.
Avon extended their lead with an early third
period goal. Enfield would get to within one goal
when D-man, Mason F. rushed the puck the entire
length of the ice and fired a wrist shot under the
goalie’s glove for his first goal of the season.
Unfortunately, Avon was able to answer back 30
seconds later with the game’s final goal and a 6-4
win. Enfield would pull their goalie and apply late
pressure, but was unable to score. D-men
Michael B. and JC R. made a number of nice plays
throughout the game.
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PEE WEES
10/6/2012 vs No. Lights U12 Silver (W5-3)
On October 6th the Enfield Pee Wee team faced
the Northern Lights U-12 Silver team that skates
out of International Skating Center in Simsbury.
This was a rematch of an earlier game that the
Eagles won 3-1. This game was going to be
tougher, however, because the Eagles would be
short 3 players in this game and were going to
have to go with just two lines.

Weekend of October 27 and 28
Enfield Squirt Maroon had their CHC scheduled
games cancelled this weekend. The NE Jr. Falcons
Squirt AA was kind enough to invite Enfield to
play on Sunday the 28th. Enfield struck first when
Remington F. took a pass from Emma B. and
scored on a wrap around. Remington F. would
score 14 seconds later on a rebound, assisted by
Kevin H. Less than 2 minutes later Mason F.
skated in alone and backhanded a shot over the
Falcons’ goalie with an assist from AJ D. and Ryan
B. for a 3-0 lead. JC R. extended the lead to 4-0
after taking a pass from Michael B. and snapping
a hard shot past the goalie.
Coach John took the opportunity to move his
players to different positions throughout the
remainder of the game. Defenseman Mason F.
scored his second goal of the game and the only
goal of the second on an end to end rush. JC R.
closed out the scoring in the third period with his
second goal of the game with an assist from
Remington F. Goalie Alex K. recorded his third
shut-out of the season to complete Enfield’s 6-0
win.
Submitted by Diane and Monte Ferrari
Squirt Maroon Team ______________________

Patric M fights through a stick check to move the puck
out of the corner. (photo by Christina Kaliff)

The Eagles in their new Away Uniforms were led
on the ice by Captains of the Week Nate R and
Mike U. Kyle D got the scoring started. Standing
in front of the net and providing a screen, Kyle
was able to collect a rebound off of a Robert V
shot and jam it in the net. Kyle then returned the
favor by assisting on the next goal by Robert.
The defense of Nate R, Jake S, Jake E and Patric F,
stood up well against the hard skating Lights. The
goaltending duo of Alex J and Mike K also had to
turn away numerous shots from the slot. They
were also helped by the aggressive backchecking
of Tyler N and Patric M
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advantage for the Eagles allowing them to
capitalize on numerous power plays. This game
would be no different when Robert V would be
the beneficiary of some good passing by Patric M
and Jamie S on the Power Play to score the
second goal.

Tyler N splits the Defense on his way to the net. (photo
by Christina Kaliff)

The next two goals were sprung from the
Defense. The first one was when Nate broke up a
Northern Lights rush. On the counterattack he
sent a headman pass to Robert who beat the D
and went Bar Down for the score. Next, Jake S
worked the puck out of the defensive zone and hit
Robert ahead of the play and he went in a deked
the goalie.
Kyle completed his best scoring game when he
slid a shot five hole after getting a pass from
Patric M and Mike U. The Eagles won 5-3.
10/20/2012 vs. Central B (W3-1)

Ben K works the reverse in the corner to perfection
(photo by Christina Kaliff)

Central brought some hard skaters, who didn’t
quit and kept the pressure on the whole game.
Enfield clung to a 2-1 lead going into the 3rd
period thanks to some great goaltending by Mike
K and Alex J. Another key component was Enfield
backchecking by wingers Mike U and Kyle D.
Halfway through the 3rd Enfield got an insurance
goal from Robert. Tyler N and Jake S combined
to assist on the last goal. The Eagles held on 3-1
to avenge their early season losses.

Enfield PeeWees hosted the Central B team. This
was a rematch against the team that had handed
the Eagles their only losses early in the season.
Both losses were by a single goal in Newington so
this game promised to be a good one with Enfield
getting a chance to defend their home ice.
Captains Jamie S and Jake E led the Eagles on the
ice to some “Crazy Train” to get the crowd fired
up. The plan was to come out skating hard and
Ben K did just that when he scored off a pass from
Justin S and Patrick F. The Eagles maintained
good discipline as they have all season and stayed
out of the penalty box. This has been a great

Robert V goes top-shelf for a goal against Central
(photo by Christina Kaliff)
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11/4/2012 vs. Holy Name B (W3-0)

BANTAMS

An Interstate Friendly was held at ETR versus the
Holy Name PeeWee B team. It was an evenly
matched game with a lot of up and down the ice
play. The Eagles were led on the ice by Captains
of the Week Justin S and Kyle D.

9/22/2012 vs. Gr. Bridgeport B Gold (W9-0)

Enfield was able to capitalize on the few power
play opportunities that they had in the game.
Connor J got the first goal on a power play. He
received a pass from Robert V and Nate R and
tucked it into the corner of the net. Throughout
the game the defense of Nate, Jake S, Jake E and
Robert limited the Stars from getting any oddman rushes and the goaltending of Alex J and
Mike K were solid in keeping the puck out of
Enfield's net.
On an ensuing Power Play, Connor buried a shot
top shelf on a pass from Ben K. Connor then
completed his Natural Hat Trick on another power
play after tucking in the rebound from a Nate R
shot. Prior to the shot, Patric F controlled the
puck out of the offensive corner and made a nice
pass to Nate at the blueline. Enfield went on to
win 3-0.

Alex J makes a sweet kick save during one of the
PeeWee games. (photo by Christina Kaliff)

The Bantams travelled to Shelton to take on the
Riverhawks at the The Rinks.

Colin M passes to Vinnie B in front of goalie Zack F to
move the puck out of the zone

The Eagles got their scorning on track early when
Joey P scored off an assist from Jared C. Thomas
V got into the plus column when he scored after
hard work by his linemates Zack M and Alex T got
him the puck out of the corner. The defense of
Brian M and Jared C handled the Riverhawks
pressure well and executed some fine D to D
passes to counterattack.

Colin M takes the face off as Sean B, Vinnie B, Alex T
and Zack F look on.
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Zack M, who just joined EHA this year, cycled the
puck out of the corner with Colin M and Alex T
and then sent a nice wrist shot, top shelf to keep
the scoring going. Matt V got the first of his two
goals over the goalie’s shoulder and was assisted
by Tyler H and Jared.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

**Enfield Hockey Association**
Mandatory Concussion Seminar
Date: Tuesday, December 11, 2012
Place: Anchovies Pizzeria/ Joanna's Cafe
145 Main Street, Somers, CT
Time: 6:00pm-7:00pm Mites and Squirts
7:30pm-8:30pm Peewees and Bantams
Pizza and salad will be served.
We strongly encourage every coach and at least
one parent to attend a session.
Discussion will include how to recognize a mild
head injury and what steps coaches, parents and
players need to follow in order for each player to
recover fully.

Sean B and Joey P move the puck out of the zone

Colin M added to the tally with a breakaway and
shot 5-hole on the Riverhawks goalie. Alex T also
got two goals in this game each on assists by Brian
M at defense and winger Sean B. Tyler H scored a
nice goal in front when he gathered a hard pass
from Matt V and redirected it into the net. Zack
played well in net for the shutout as the Eagles
won 9-0.

Speaker will be Regina Kostyun, MS.Ed, ATC;
Concussion Program Director at Elite Sports
Medicine.
Please go to:
http://www.connecticutchildrens.org/esm/index.
php for further information regarding concussion
management
____________________________________

**EHA PICTURE DAY**
Wednesday, Nov.28
For Mites, Squirts, Peewee & Bantams

Sunday, Dec.2
For Learn To Skate
Times to be announced
Please check EHA website for further information
____________________________________

**EHA FAMILY SKATE & COACH'S GAME**
Thomas V tries the win the face-off back to Alex T while
blueliner, Brian M gets ready for the quick pass and
shoot

EHA Annual Family Skate & Coach’s Game:

Saturday, December 22nd.
____________________________________
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